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The self-concept of exceptiOnal individuals is a componant part of

' r

their uniqueness. How they/sec themselves and others, their fears, in-

//
or decisiveness, 'self-esteem and attitudes intrinsically

/

affects the extrinsid characteristics of exceptional individuals. It
/

/
affects all the domaihs of the individual Cbiological, cognitive, affect-

decisiveness

ive and-social) ,and is a major,impediment or help in the development of

the individual/as:a fully fun&eioning person.

/
The/use of puppetry"to improve self-concept is one w;ly of aiding the

exce*Onal 'individual to internalize improved feelings of Iself4iorth, self-
,

esteem self-motivation and self-accePtance.

:
Pupnetry Defined

Not to be confused with doll Playing which involvesi(ntimate action ,

only between the doll.and the person, (Baird, p. 13), puppetry is a two-
.

way communication that invi51ves a sender.and a receiver.' ( The puppeteer

and the audience.)

1.
,

The Pup t As a'Non-Person

Mest important, the puppet.,,is a nOn-person. It. is a simplification\

of Whatever it represents. It is a representation of an idea by an in-
11

animate object. It can be/a mask, a woO0en figure of a man, an animal,

a. handkerchief, a potatoe, a stuffed toy - no matter What it is or what it

represents, it is Still not a person.

/

1
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Because self-concept is a form of perception, and/puppets are non=

persons, puppets may be used as a communication charinel to allow a variety

of feelings to flow in an acceptable way. The oh is on the puppet and
/9

not the person holding the puppet which allows/two things to-haPPen:
1

1. Feelings are\flowing through the,pUppet (the sender).

2. The sender is becoming aware oethe impact of these feelings on
/

the perceiver (the audience).

Jim Henson, the.originator of the Muppets featured oin Sesame Street

%
-explains:

.
,

I thini-ih-general with puppets, it's a way:-of-ii-e-ing things,
and children cidentify with the-Uation, because the pup=
pets are working SymboliCally..<-1i's not the same thing as if /
/there were an actor there; if there-was an actor there you are /
/ realliLlookifig-at-another-person-:-.,.but if;-you-Lput_aLtA_IPpet in '

there - it's not a Teal person,-so what you are really doii=g7p--
dealing with the situation itself. You are really simplifYng
down and dealing symbolically with the situation. It's-it7Purer

form of seeing something. And that's why it works f9r'4hildreh /
it works for adultI as well. . ,,,,---' '

I\/
The characters of Oscar and Big Bird were designed specifically -

----

tO symbolize negative,feelings that children often experienpe. --/

Through these puppets, the objective-is to allow these fe,lingi
,---

to show opehly and without guilt-. (Henson, 1977) i
,

-
.

It appears that Sesame Street has had immeasuable impact .011 the minds

.,
I

'of the younger American-public. This impact cannot be ignored. .Sesame
.,-

, I
,

...

-

'Street is in it's eighth'year of production and is'here to stay.\ As long

...

-as-the public is viewing television, we can expect Sesame Street to cont-
\

inue to mold iCiungmincts. The producers estimate that a child watches it

for 3 .to 4.years.

f
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vil

Resp ndin o criticisms of the show, the producers are changing some

aspects' t. The.curriculum.is'being expanded beyond numbers to deal'
,'

with fany issues, ecology, safety, nutrition, and.mental 'retardation.

One ictiticitm has been aimed at Tarents themselves who, according to

he New iOrk Times:

..tend to entrust childrenLt_o_f_SesaMe Street" as if it
were an ideal_baby-Siii: resourCefu4-inStructional and
reltable-c-qt is, hoWever, not human. And at-with most ed-..
Imo ional shows, youngsters seem to benefit from itHmore if
'parents are there watching.it, talking about it. (COlorado-SpringS Sun,

-12/7/76).

I.

LiveclasSroam Puppetry is not the same thirig .as televisio /puppetry
.

becauSeteleVision is a-one-way communicator. _The audience rteCeives the'

t)

messages but is not required,tb,giVe anyOing back. The designers of Sesame.

. treetlare senaitive to this.ResponSes are-coaxed from the viewerS (i.e.-
.,

1

Which of these things is not like the othersi)

/ In a chapter entitled'the Brain Tomorrow".from his book The Living

_-
Brain, W. Crey Walter stateS:

, . /
A passive solitary child gazing at the screen of a televipion
receirrx amuses only itself - the need.to gaze doeA not p,o-
mote or evoke labits of creativeness or generositX... the more 0

artistic expression com.!s to depend on special technical 1evises,
the more restricted is participation in it. Habits of.play that
depend upon mechanised art and 'professional aport have noineed
for private dreams'and make-believe. (p. 268)/'

Walter devotes several pages to the dilemma Of Western ed Cation result--
.

ing from a mechanized

iized life is depe

civilize ion. Noting that our whole sys em of oivil-

dant on communication, he warnS that most devicekfor

0 . k.

, entertainment do not lend themselves to two-way operations. (p.267)

5
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Summaiv of-DefinitiOris

It has been establiShed that:,

1. Puppets"are symbols, non-person;

2. Puppetry is a twov-way communication medium.

3. Improved feelings of self-worthmay be-rniernalized by

using this technique.

Adapting Puppetry to the Classroom

PUppetry iS adaptable to many categOries of e ceptionality. The re-

search pr-27...nted here is rkt confined tolone 'category. The three concepts
;

'stated above may be adapted to each unique setting.\ It is hoped that ln-/
o .

\

aividuals will draw upon theirown propensities to interpret the medium/for

I

i

\
work for the giftey.nd'talented:might

particular needs.

Puppet Techniques

It is possible that what might

not succeed with mentally retarded students. Equally posible is the real-

ization that what is appropriate for the learning disabled 'LassroOm student,

\'
might not be appropriate for some physically handipapped studentS-.

Thl individual teacher will hiive to,think the proceas through and\adapt
\

it'to their particular educational s icifications.

There are dozens of books avaiable on the technOlogy of making and \

// \

using puppets. A comprehensive )1ibliography may be obtained from the or, 1\

ganization: Puppeteers of Amdi4ca '(see: Special Annotation),

/

////\.
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Consistency as Structure

Educators know that in some areas of exceptionality structure is mi-

1

phasized. As related to puppets, structure can exist in the consistency of

the personality of the puppet., thestime it is used, and ttie superstructure
,

of aCtion chosen by the teacher or whoever, uses the puppet.

A simple way to commence would be to introduce one special,puppet that

\

is containedlin their own special "habitat".

Hypothetical examples:

\

1. Ecology - A beaver puppe in his own
n
den

t

.

)

2. SOCial Behavior - A ipupiet character who lives in their own

"house" (wooden box converted into a miniature stage or house).
$

I

3. Language Arts - A favdrite puppet chacter whc emerges from a suit-
)

caqe. Back of\suit doubles as a pla form or stage.

After students becoiriliar with the perso ality of the,one puppet,

they can depend upon the pUppet to be a constant. Pvsonality weaknesses

and Strengths emerge in consis ent patterns. Students\begin to feel com-
.

.\

i rtable with the puppet a ter.
.

Experience has proved tha students respond well to a/\pecial time for

/
pupp ry. For example, five minutes during morning opening time. The puppet

could be responsible for giving announcements outlining the das, activities,

weather or simply talking.

Consistent puppet time will underline needed structure.

lish intangible parameters which will control the medium. A "hit or

It will estab-

approach to using puppetry in the classroom has the potential of being\chaotic.
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Spontaneity and unpredictable responses are refreshing, and may serve

as rest spots_in the tedium of academic structure. Inversely, puppetry'can

beconl tedious if overdone, replacing motivation with borddom.

It is recommended that dialogu not be prerecorded. If a sequence of

action has been prepared in advance the dialogue will fall in place in nat-
.

ural order.'

As the teacher gains confidence, students may be allowed to take turns

'being the puppeteer. Hopefullyl.consistency, will underline this actiirity

allowing every student ai opportunity for selfrexpression.

As the puppet charsicter emerges, and the puppet isNallowed to make mis-
CNN.,

takes, inidividual guilt;feelings may be replaced with improed,feelings of
NN

l'

self-worth as the onus s transferred to*the symbolic character.:\
..

Puppets that moralize and preach do not seem as effective as ones that__

I

students can identify with as having faults like theirs.

1 '

Exiending the Concept 1
1

\

After the technifue becomes comfortable, successful and accepted by--;

the class, the use o puppetry may be expanded. -It is possible tO imagine

a,puppet solving ematical protdems at the blackboard;.teaching histori,/
,

/

cal congepts. enri ng language arts with'story telling; drillin/g students
.,i .

,

in skills; learn1 g/the alphabet -' making mistakes'and then being corrected

by the class. ppets,can write ons.the bcerd; measure things; put their arm
/

around someon shake hands; cry; laugh; have sensitive feelings/;/in short -.

,A4

an entire spectrum of feelings may flow\ through àp

8

pet.
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The gradual-addition..of new characters gives students time to *grasp

1

the individuality of the newcomer. Eventually, these characters could reside

in a learning or puppet corner.

0

The puppet corner could be expanded to include a puppet lending library.

Certain puppets may be borrowed-Overnight. _Sometimes this can take the place

of a teacheVisit to the home if the puppet happens to express the individ-

uality of the teacher. These experiences may serve as. foundations for lang-

uage arts projects. Nafrative experiences may be written up and<then shared

with classmates.

Another expansion possibility is to allow certain times when puppets may

be used individually or at times whien arvaide might.be working with students,

puppets,are.excellent surrogate teachit and reinforcements.

Expeinding Imagination and Creati Thinkin'g

In live-classroom puppe ry, w:hat is left out may be more important than
.

\ /

--what is shown. Adapting guidelines for successful storytelling (Sawyer, The
c , /

. /

Way of The §tofyteller, Viking Press, 1942) will help the novice puppeteer to

Understand how to appeal to imagery and senses.

If every detail of the storyline is drawn for the audience, it leaves

lietle or no room for mental closure. It is recommended/that space be left

to'aliow thn. imagination of the viewer to expand.

A classic example of this in cartooning is prles Schultz. We know
'

that there is a Van Gogh in Snoopy's dog house because.it has been implied.
7 /7

However,qe have never entered the dog howee CT seen the painting.
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The puppeteer opens the windowCae imagination and lets the audience

look out. In their book, The PoWei of Play, .Frank and Theresa Caplan

explain;

ManY fruitfUl ideas,in science'and the arts have,been devel-
oped.by those adults who were unfettered enough to countenance
.unexplored ideas and translate them into formal programs of
action or products. Such adults have retained from childhood
a capacity for imagining and creative thinking. They no doubt
found their inspiration_in "idle fancifying" and "non-logical
thinking" - the free play of the, mind. Often free play, with
models occurs when thought or ina ination temporarilyigiveS out.
Models are the toys of the adult écientist and mathematician lAb
send fantastic machines into outer space and to themoonvareas
far removed from the reality of ex erience. (p.177)

The Caplan_s continue to explain th.at play and creativity are synonymous.

Play in childhood supports the experimentation and drive neces-.
sary for creative leadership and livi in adulthood. Play re-

ai4leases the sf and nutures the imag tion. If'we would have
inventive adults, then Parentsi.teachers and society must pro-
vide play settings and the best mix of `unstructured and struc-
tured.play materials that will foster the fullest development
of every child. (p. 177)

Balancing the Medium
/- ,

Critics of incorporating-puppetry in the classroom suggest that it is

/ //
,

play, recreation, entertainment. If a rationale mast be given,for puppetry,
] / /-7-

then it can be argued that simulation_and role playinenaVe proven thera-
/ =---

Vi/peutic value as related to self-conCept. /- /

The Motifs most commonly delineated in-draMatic play fEill into
the categories of protection, powersvatta k, and destruction.
Children with serious adjustment .prob1emn are preoccupied with
one motif; well-adjusted children are'a le to shift from one to
another. Some aspects of the chid' an,ç his world that are stun-
ningly exposed in dramatic play are t e specific character of the
child's world, his anti7social/feer gs, what hethinks of him-
self, and his innermost conerns. 2Clinical.evidence indicates
that when children express/in fantasy plgy the-hostile emotions
they feel, they/siphon off their antipathy so it will not be bur-
ied to cause inner tension and ossibly erupt in real-life sitpations.
(Caplan, p.5(5)

'

\
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Puppets permit the child to express thoughts and feelings
that more realistic play'materials often cannot liberate,
and the sharing of his feelings with a grogp.of children
can extend his.understanding and social contacts4 (Caplan P51)

The individual who incorporates puppetry into their Curriculum ultimat-
i

ely decides how that medium will be used. There are no restrictions'Ior guide-

lines that codify the limits of puppetry. These are limitations each indivi-

dual has to decideupon and practice in the classroom.

Some individuals.use puppetry in ways that evoke feelings of fear in

their audience. When working with disturbed, very young,. or highly 1mpFess-
.1

ibnablachildren, it is.important to weigh their vunerability to fear.

\

What needs to beirealfted is the potential inflUence of puppetry. Bal-

ancing the medium is dependent Upon the variables of the classroom settin

and the personality.of the c/assr000m teacher.

Puppetry: Historical Educational Tool

Puppetry has been used as an educational tool' on a world-Wide scale

for centUries. Often it was combined with magic.and mysterysto evoke feal-

ings of fear.and-awe.

AmeriCan Northweit Indians had highly sophisticated string pup ets and

masks whiCh were used during tribal ceremonies. (Baird, p.28).
/

_ -Puppets, marionettes and automata were used for centuries to teach wer-

/7
ality plays, Biblical stories and instill awe in the common people. (Boehni p.2 )\

From pantomiMe for'a recitation to a starring role in a mystery
play was a long step only in time. For the early churCh, while

the educational value if the theater and the arts."to elevF:.e the t

it-frowned on the vulgarity of live actors, was fully aware of

common people to-knowledge and to show in some palpable form the
eternal truths." In order to have the one without the other, it
welcomed the puppet. And despite occasional grumbling in high 1

places puppetry became an integral part of medieval religious
drama. (Baird, p.66)

'

3
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..amulation may be Seen in a 14th century illustrated, manuscript that

depicts'dueling knights in a hand puppet boWl. (Baird, p.62)

Family Sit-Com originated with PUnch and Judy three hundred years ago.

Originating in the middle east each country has their own interpretation

of Punch. Pulcinella in ItalY, Polichinelle in France; Kasper in Germany,

'Punchinello, or Punch in England, Petrouchka in Russia, to name a fsw.

Punch, in flouting petty authorLty, has been a great spokes-

man far liberty and many a brave, intelligent Punch .man had

outwitted all kinds' ofcensors in his audacity. (B4rd, p.103) ,

Language Arts Enrichment has been practised for generations in Sicily

as legends and epic poems are reenacted by a culturally unique form of

puppetry. Roland, Charlemagne, Saracoms., knights and hundreds of other

characters have passed on the legends for at least four hundred Years,

through-these four foot eighty pound marionetti. (Baird, pp. 116-129)

Writing, Literature and Drama-incorporated puppetry as early as the

Greek civilization and possibly earlier.

,It is possible; at least not impossible, that in the puppet-show

we have-before us the most ancient.form of dramatic representation.
Certian it is that this puppet-Show best harmonized with the in-
telligence of the people at large,for it came to meet the popular

conceptions and appealed to their instinCts...often a much clearer

mirror of the thought and feeling of the people than poetry, and

not nfrequently, is the bearer of ancient traditioms.1 (BoehnooGl5)

Shakespeare's Hamlet draws,in analogy between live actors and marion=

ettes in his\ instructions to the players.

Faust oiiginated in a street puppet play.
--

George Sand and her son,Maurice entertained friends with puppets. '

Maurice had a theater in his Paris studio galled 'theatre Des Amisj

George Bernard Shaw respected puppetry as an art. He wrote:

i.2
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I always hold up-the Wooden actors as instructive object-
lessona to our flesh-and-blood players...What really affects
us in he theater is not the muscular'activities of the per-
former, , but the feelings they aWaken in us by their aspect;
for the imagina.O.on.of the spectator plays a far greater part
there than the exertions of the actors. The,pappet is the
actor in his primary form. (Boehn, p.vi)

These are just a few examples from the history of puppetry that con-

firm puppetry as an educational tool.

U.S.A. 1939

'

A newsletter published by the Research Center for the Federal Theater

Project, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia (Oct. 1976) contains

this excerFt pertaining to the depression years:

Perhaps a majority of FTP marionette productions were done,
however, not in public theaters, but in schobls, hospitals,
and institutions for-underpriVileged children. In his Federal
Relief Administration and the-Arts,_William McDonald states:
"Marionettes, more than any other type productions, were
used to divert, to educate, and. to,entertal -ptysically and
mentally ill people; the making and-tani;puiatioh-bf_the dolls
were particularly successful." Bailie Flanagan also rioted in
Arena that children.i4ith crippled hands were taught to operate
hand puppets, "thus giving them, under the guise of play, the
exercise so painful but so necessary."

umma ry

Education faced with the challenges of increasing technology, must

seek innovative ways of implementing humanistic, individualistic concepts

representative of a pluralistic society. John Diebold-states:

Instruction must become more individualized,'especially for
the disadvantaged and the particularly gifted.. Even the med-
ian studeirt develops in different rates in different areas and
at different times in his development. The recilArement that
all proceed t.ogether assures boredom_ in some, a sense.of fail-
.ure in others, and wholly fails to develop the Totential uf
each. 4Diebold, p.3)

13
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Puppetry is a two-way communication medium which allows a range

of feelings 'to flow in a sOcially acceptable.Way. When attention is.

focused on the puppet (non-person), the onus is removed from the sender

(puppeteer).

As the sender experiences success, improved feelings of self-worth

are internalized, raising the self-concept of the individual.

Puppetry takes its place in history as a valuable educatilonal tool.

Accepted in other parts of the world as a serious art form, the United

States has been reluctant to accept puppetry as more than child's play.

The advent of.Sesame Street on television has altered this viewpoint

soMewhat.

Introducing puppetry intothe_classroom.may'add a new dimension to

the academic structure/. In addition to the unlimited poss,lities for

curriculum enrichment, may be added the psychologically th4apeutic value.

I

, Using pup ts frees the student to deal symbolically with problems

helping :6hem/to see things ins pur4 form. Through this clarifying focal
i

lens, students are helped to se&themselves'and others cleary, putting

them in touch with their feelings

/
/Tha,sensitive careful guidanca of the teacher can help stUdents gain

A

greater ieelings of self-Worth throgh successful puppet experiences.

ts
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Special Annotation:

The Puppetry Journal is an authorized:publication of the Puppeteers

of America,_Inc., a national non-profit organization whose objective is

the improvement of the art of puppetry through educational'programs, annual

conferences, workshops, exhibitions regional and local events, publica-

tions and adVisory services. Address all correspondance'to:

National Executive Office,
Puppeteers of America, Inc.
P.O. Box 1061

-Ojai, California 93023
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